S10 rear brakes

Wanting to join the T-Bucket Forums discussions? Then sign up for a free forum account,
today! Sign Up. Search titles only Posted by Member: Separate names with a comma. Newer
Than: Search this thread only Search this forum only Display results as threads. Useful
Searches. This site was created in , to provide enthusiasts with a place to discuss T-Buckets.
Over the years, there have been many imitators, but this is the T-Bucket resource you have
been looking to find. We encourage you to register a FREE account and join in on the
discussions. T-Test Expand Collapse. I've posted this info before, but its probably time to roll it
out again. The S10 10bolt 7. If you're running a blower, turbo, nitrous, etc you will probably want
to step up to a larger rear like a 9" or 12 bolt. Its pretty easy to find a good one if you are in an
area with a few junkyards. I'm running the wider blazer rear end in my ' The standard S10 is too
narrow. Some front axles are a bit wider than others and you could have a front track wider than
the back- not a good look in my opinion. We used the same on our '23 project as it is running a
wider front axle and the rear tires are not overly wide. You want to make sure the track width on
the back is at least as wide as the front. With a 48" wide front axle, you should be ok with an
With that being said, here is info I have compiled and written as this subject as it comes up
often - I suggest you print it and take it with you to the junkyard so you can get one with a
gearset you want. I'm partial to the 3. These rear ends were made for many years and are
plentiful and inexpensive to buy in junkyards all over. Nearly every part is available as a
replacement from all of the standard auto parts retailers. Finding a good rear end for your
project: GM made millions of S10's and they are perhaps the most found vehicle in junkyards
today. Finding a good one is not too difficult providing you have a junkyard or two near you.
Before heading out to the boneyard, I would first figure out what width of axle you need, and
what gear set you need. S10 2WD's have a drum to drum mounting width of The Blazer and 4WD
models have about 4. Rear axle ratios can be found by looking at the sticker in the glove box
that has the RPO codes on it. Try find an axle that has the ratio you want as it will be much
cheaper and easier than buying one that needs a gear ratio swap. As for year of S10, I
recommend finding one from the newer body style and newer The newer brakes have a bolt-on
wheel cylinder that is preferred over the earlier style that uses a ring retainer. Newer axles are
usually in better shape and have less miles, so I'd always recommend finding one as new as
you can. One last item to consider: There are a couple kinds of pinion yokes. You will want a
standard yoke to accept the u-joint. A lot of these rearends had a yoke with a balancer. You can
swap these out with the simpler style. While you're at it, get the matching driveshaft! Widths:
S10 2WD: Drums, cylinders and backing plates do not interchange with earlier models The later
brakes are preferable due to the bolt on wheel cylinders over the earlier style with retaining ring
clip. Drums: 9. Disc Brakes: Some newer models came with rear disc brakes. These can usually
be picked up for the same price, however replacement parts may be more costly. Information is
believed accurate, but not guaranteed. Joined: Nov 7, Messages: 2, Likes Received: Bowtie T
Expand Collapse. You can also call your local GM parts dept. Indycars likes this. Indycars
Expand Collapse. If you know a little about MS Excel, you can edit some number and get
different speeds and any tire size you like. Maybe you like to cruise at 60 mph or maybe its 75 or
80 mph, just edit the numbers. Maybe you have a Need help, just ask!!! DavidLee Expand
Collapse. There are LS1 fourth-gen Camaros running high 9s on stock 7. But they're not vveak
for vvhat they are. There are Bonneville LSR cars pushing horses through them, but they are
traction-limited. There is strong evidence from the LS1 community that the 2 strongest ratios
are 3. More than half of failures are the ring and pinion, but the cross shaft and its retaining bolt
are also vveak. If you vvant to try big HP, add a load bolt set to 0. This means no neutral-slams,
no clutch-dumps, no povvershifts, no shift-kits that bark the tires on VVOT upshifts, and no
trans-brakes. No need for a yoke, dunno vvhy it even exists. It still made tvvin black stripes,
especially after I did a stall torque converter. And it vvas great in the snovv. Same great results.
The Explorer drum assembly is The Ranger 8. You must log in or sign up to post here. Show
Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? The Chevrolet S pickup truck, one
of the first compact models manufactured by a domestic auto maker, was equipped with three
different rear-differentials, or rear ends. According to Chevy High Performance, the 7. Although
these rear end units are similar in appearance, the 8. Look under the rear of the vehicle. The rear
end is centrally located between the rear wheels. On the back of the unit, count the number of
bolts holding the inspection plate cover to the rear end housing. All three units have 10 bolts, as
they are all variations of the GM Corporate Bolt. Match the shape of the differential cover on the
back of the rear end housing to the gasket shape chart found on Roadkill Customs Differential
Identification page. The 8. Also, the original inspection plate on the 7. Remove the differential
input shaft to count the number of splines. The input shaft enters the unit from the transmission
and must be removed, as the differences between the 7. According to S10 Planet, the 7. A native

of New Haven, Conn. After working as a reporter in Oregon, he is now based back home in New
Haven. Step 1 Look under the rear of the vehicle. Step 2 Match the shape of the differential
cover on the back of the rear end housing to the gasket shape chart found on Roadkill Customs
Differential Identification page. References Roadkill Customs: Differential Identification. I have a
chevy s10 pickup. I just lost my brakes the other night but managed to make it back home after
they went out. I installed new brake lines and new vacuum hoses to power booster. I bled all
brakes and have fluid in lines. When the truck is off and brake is pushed, its very stiff and hard
to push down. If I start truck and push brake it sounds like a burst of air coming from under
dash and it's very easy to push to floor. I tried gravity bleeding the brakes to make sure I had all
the air out and it's like the fluid won't circulate through pipes. I tried manually bleeding brakes
one more time and still have same result. Does anyone know what I should do to fix this? I'm at
a loss! Lonetech answered 3 years ago. Was anything leaking before you changed lines. Are
your rear wheel cylinders leaking. Or do you see any fluid running down from mastercylinder.
Was mastercylinder still full of fluid. Chevyissues answered 3 years ago. Yes, there was a leak
before I changed lines which is what cause the brakes to go completely out. No fluid running
down from mastercylinder, at one point in time the fluid was drained out of master cylinder
before I realized it. Ok get someone to help you to bleed mastercylinder. You can do it while still
on truck. Just pump up and crack the brake lines loose. Do each one a couple of times and do
you have access to a scan tool. You will need to do a power bleed on the abs motor. Purge the
air from and pump and then bleed brakes starting with furthest one away from mastercylinder.
Might not have to do a power bleed. Might be fine without doing power bleed. I also tried
bleeding mastercylinder and then did the rest in that sequence all except the ABS module. I
don't have the scan tool, but my guess was there's air stuck in it that I can't get to. There should
be two bleeders on motor. If so, you'll need someone to help you. Whoever is pumping. Apply
pressure to brake pedal like holding at stop light. The other start with bleeder closest to engine.
Open bleeder and push brake pedal to the floor and hold until bleeder is tightened. Don't shove
to floor push lightly until fluid is clear. Once that one is done. Repeat process with other bleeder
the same way and then rebleed brakes all the way around again. GuruTQH8H answered 2 years
ago. Miguel answered 2 years ago. GuruCG7Y7 answered about a year ago. Bryan answered
about a year ago. I am having the same issue. Hard brake pedal with truck off. Start it and pedal
go directly to floor. GuruSBH4K answered about a year ago. The S10 is a special animal. To all
you that say the traditional "Have a friend pump the brakes, hold the pedal, while you crack the
bleeder screw Successively, I tried the "bleed at all four corners", replaced the master cylinder,
replaced all calipers, replaced all the lines, replaced the booster, took off the freakin' ABS, none
of it mattered. Pedal still went to the floor. Sick of it and mad, I took it to a shop. THEY couldn't
get it to work either. But then I read one gent that said that on an evening, he cracked all the
bleed screws a little, and let it sit overnight. In the morning, he topped off the reservoir, closed
the bleeder screws and then he had pedal. I tried that and it worked. Still confounds me that
nothing else worked. There has to be a design by GM that makes this different. GuruS7LWW
answered about a year ago. The ebca unit must be computer bleed to remove the air within.
Then bleed all four wheels again. You will need a computer bleeder to pluge into the diagnostic
connector. Take it to a shop. BigG answered about a year ago. Does anyone know about. Why
my driver rear tire would stick after I just put breaks all the way around on my s10???
GuruMKL69 answered 8 months ago. Guru7LTF7 answered 8 months ago. Regarding the initial
post, Miguel's answer is correct. You must replace your brake booster. I bled So I have a 91
Chevy S 10 2. I have a Chevrolet s10 2. Sometimes it will start right up. No codes. Only once has
it left small puddle I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Chevy S10 pickup brake issue.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Chevrolet S question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Chevrolet S Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. It is different than the anti-lock brake system,
which gets its own ABS warning light. The brake light indicates that there is a problem with the
physical braking system itself. If you are reading this article trying to figure out whether you
should drive your vehicle, check the emergency brake first. The brake light is perhaps the most
important warning light of all. We do not recommend driving with this light on at all. Doing so
may lead to injury when the brakes fail. The brake warning light indicates that your S10 has
detected that one of its major brake components has failed, typically detected through a loss of
pressure. Either the brakes need bled, or there is a leak. Now if it is low, but not empty, adding
more may provide a temporary fix. If the brake fluid is leaking out over the brake pads and

shoes, it means poor brake performance. Just remember, it had to leak out somewhere, and that
adding fluid without fixing the problem is just a temporary solution. The leak can get worse over
time and lead to brake failure. Your brake system is divided into two circuits. These circuits cut
the brake system in two. In most vehicles this switch is located in the master cylinder. Some
vehicles will now activate the brake warning light on the dash if the actual brake lights behind it
go bad. Check to see that both of them are lighting up. If not, try replacing the bulb and see if
that solves the problem. The only way to turn the brake light off is to restore proper line
pressure to both brake circuits when the pedal is pushed. Just have it towed to a mechanic. If
you mess up fixing your engine, the vehicle does not move. Good luck diagnosing the issue. If
there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Chevy S10 Brake
Warning Light Causes The brake warning light indicates that your S10 has detected that one of
its major brake components has failed, typically detected through a loss of pressure. Pressure
Differential Switch Your brake system is divided into two circuits. Check the Brake Lights Some
vehicles will now activate the brake warning light on the dash if the actual brake lights behind it
go bad. This article was originally published in the April issue of Car Craft magazine. The parts
and prices reflect what was available at that time. While old muscle cars are cool, drum brakes
are not. There probably isn't a breathed-on Camaro, Cutlass, Tempest, or Buick Special left in
the world that doesn't already have front disc brakes. But we've noticed that rear drums are still
hanging in there. Our pals who prowl purgatory yards have noticed that third-generation V8
Camaros and Firebirds were commonly fitted with generous rear disc brakes, This caliper and
rotor package remained consistent between and , offering a year span of F-bodies from which to
choose. The simplest plan is to find a rear disc brakes donor Camaro or Firebird and yank the
calipers and mounting brackets. The rear axle bolt flange on the third-generation Camaro rear
axles is the same as the older and bolt GM rear axlehousings, so these calipers will bolt on
virtually any '64 and later or bolt rear axle assembly. Replacement rotors and pads are
inexpensive enough to dismiss those used pieces. A new rotor will measure around 0. More
than likely, the caliper will be in decent shape, so all you will need is a new pair of rotors, pads,
and new hydraulic hose. A new replacement hose will be metric, which will require an adapter
fitting to adapt the metric hose to an existing hard line, or an aftermarket AN line can be used.
The hydraulic fitting into the brake caliper is a 10mm banjo fitting, and Russell makes a straight
10mm banjo fitting with a male -3 AN fitting on the end. The fitting will use a Russell 10 mm x 1.
Assuming your car is currently rolling on rear drums, it is critical to include an adjustable
proportioning valve somewhere between the master cylinder and the rear calipers. This
provides a way to custom tune the pressure to the rear brakes to compensate for variables such
as adding rear discs, tire diameter changes, and ride height. The key is to adjust the pressure to
the rear brakes to prevent premature rear brake lockup that can induce a loss of control. The
only other installation issue is the parking brake cable connection that in the interest of brevity
we'll leave to you. As for pads and rotors, there is a world of options, from basic stock
replacement parts that cost almost nothing to drilled and slotted rotors and high-performance
pads that are still affordable. We've listed a few budget rear disc brakes replacement parts, so
you have no excuse not to hit the boneyard. Perhaps the biggest hassle in mounting this rear
disc brake conversion on an early car is pulling the rear cover to yank the C-clips so the rear
axles can be removed. The rest is easy. Gen III Camaros often came with rear disc brakes that
can be easily bolted to most GM rear axlehousings like the and bolt. The calipers are left- and
right-side specific, placing the bleeder screw on the top of the caliper when mounted correctly.
Here's an exploded view of the components. All you really need from the boneyard are the
calipers, the mounting bracket and, perhaps the hardware. Pads and new rotors are inexpensive
enough to preclude buying used stuff. The iron bracket 1 bolts directly to the housing and
positions the caliper perfectly with the rotor. We've tried these factory stamped-steel brackets 2
that mount the same caliper but appear to require spacers to line up properly with the rotor,
making the iron bracket a better choice. This is a Russell 10mm banjo fitting connection to the
caliper. Always use crush washers on both sides of the banjo fitting to ensure a proper seal.
The aftermarket banjo fitting allows using a -3 flexible line from the caliper to connect the
hydraulics. With the banjo fitting line installed, you can use a small, degree bracket mounted on
the axlehousing to connect to the hard line. You could just use a hose clamp, but the preferable
way would be to weld the bracket to the housing. Adding rear disc brakes also demands an
adjustable brake-proportioning valve like this Wilwood unit. Note how it is installed alongside
the subframe on this early Camaro directly under the driver's door. Placing it here allows quick
access without leaving the cockpit. Photos by Jeff Smith. Close Ad. Jeff Smith writer. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. If you dont want to spend and arm and a leg on a rear disc brake kit
and still have to weld the bracket on, weve got you covered. Products to Compare max of 3 X.
What's In The Kit. Add to Cart. In Stock. Ships FREE here for details and exclusions. Store

Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select your vehicle to verify fitment. Select a vehicle to
verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part Add to Buildlist. Click to Login. If you don't want to spend an
arm and a leg on a rear disc brake kit but want the ease of a bolt on system then this is the kit
for you! Fits GM 7. Build Your Kit You're almost there! This kit has an option or two for you to
select. Let us know which options you want for your new kit. Bolt Pattern:. Rotor Diameter:.
Rotor Type:. Caliper Pistons:. Caliper Finish:. Parking Brake Provision:. Part :. Rotor
Thickness:. Rotor Shape:. Rotor I. Rotor Backspace:. Hardware Included:. Sold in Quantity:.
Includes rotors, calipers, caliper brackets, brake pads, rotor spacers, and hardware. Rotor
Material Type:. Cast Iron. Front Rotor Included:. Rear Rotor Included:. Front Caliper Included:.
Rear Caliper Included:. Front Spindles Included:. Master Cylinder Included:. Brake Booster
Included:. Info If you dont want to spend and arm and a leg on a rear disc brake kit and still have
to weld the bracket on, weve got you covered. Ground shipping only in the contiguous US.
Related Products. Front Disc Brake Kit. Each kit from Speedway Motors is carefully packaged
and delivered right to your door. Below is a list of all the items you should expect to receive
when you order this kit. Some of these items may also be available for sale individually if you're
here looking for replacement parts. More Like This. View All Disc Brake Kits. Today on our
sprint car, the guys are assembling the front axle. The process can be a bit messy, but the
finished product is so worth it! Learn how to assemble one of our bolt on nine-inch Ford disc
brake kits in this step-by-step guide. Learn how to assemble a rear axle assembly as we put
together ours for the Sprint Car Build. Our team of builders continues to make progress on the
car! Project Chevelle Episode 6: Disc Brakes. After getting the control arms and drop spindles
installed last time, we are dying to see what it looks like on the ground. Josh and Joe are on a
roll! Bel Air Brake Upgrade. Follow along as Speedway Tech Kevin W. You May Also Like. It
looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. June in Chevrolet. I have a S15 pickup. The red
brake light has been on now for 2 weeks. I replaced the front pads not the problem. I had to stop
real quick the other day. The truck is pulling to drivers side. I don't know if it is the caliper or
brake line. Both are oem and has been on the truck from the factory. Also, I have not replaced
the back brakes. I am going to check them this week end. The brake fluid is full in the master
cyclinder. Don't know why the brake light is staying on. June I had a similar problem on my 92 S
some time back. Advance Auto. If I had to do again I would be tempted to put electrical tape
over the light cover or take the bulb out. It is designed to help equalize the braking energy
between the front disk brakes and the rear drum brakes. I guess this is to help maintain stability
in hard braking like when that silver haired lady backs her car out in front of you. In my case I
started with replacing the pads, then the calipers, then the hoses, then the master cylinder,
flushed brake lines, then modulator valve. Off and on I worked on the thing a few days. Back
shoes and wheel cylinders were good otherwise I would have replaced them also. When I got
done I had some very good brakes and a lightened pocket book. At least that is what I keep
telling my self to justify the ongoing expenditures. Good luck with yours. August November
People make the wrong assumption on braking functions. As the pads wear, the pistons get
more exposed to weather. You make no attempt at cleaning them before pushing them back,
and force them past the high pressure o-ring with rust on them. Not Cool. Here is how the
brakes function at the press of pedal. The first half of brake pedal travel is only for the rear
brakes. If the rear brakes make no contact in the first half of brake pedal travel, the piston in the
master cylinder shuts off that circuit and now only applies pressure to the front disc brakes
which now are really doing all the work. You want the rear brakes to come on first to set the
vehicle up in a straight line of braking before you loose all steering from skidding the front tires.
With the rear wheels off the ground and veh in neutral, you should rotate rear wheels and see
the braking take place by pulling sideways on emergency brake cable. You can also do this by
letting vehicle roll on level surface in neutral at walking pace and apply emergency brake till you
feel some braking. This distance you move the lever indicates how far out of adjustment rear
brakes are. When you have all 4 wheels stopping you, you will notice increased power of
stopping. Here's another sample of test of what the brakes should be. Set the emergency brake
to where you just feel it working at rolling walking pace. Back it off one click so the vehicle rolls
free. Now do a full on brake pedal test of locking them up at 10 miles an hour. Notice the huge
difference? Now go get rear brakes adjusted. One more thing. If you let the rear shoes go too
long out of adjustment. They will get out of phase with the fit against the drum. It will take up to
miles and frequent adjustments to get the rear shoes to fit correctly. What happens is the
cylinders pushing the shoes out against the drum are now only making partial contact at the top
of the arc, leaving the bottom of the shoes never making contact. This shapes the shoes face in
a egg shape and now doesn't have full contact to the drum. So if there is plenty of material left

on the shoes, then this will work well for you. If the material is worn too far at the top of shoes,
then replace them and enjoy instant power at stopping. Rear shoes are generally very cheap
and very easy to replace. Warning Never -Never use air hose to blow out brake dust from drum
brakes. Always use soapy water and a paint brush to wash all parts first before removing them,
and catch it all with a paint tray. Process it correctly or you'll end up drinking it in the end. Now
after they are washed, then use air to dry off or don't bother. You will now be able to handle
parts with out the mess. One other thing. Ever notice how many people complain of shuttering
vibration of applying brakes at the front disc's and feel it in the pedal? And steering wheel?
Welcome to the over heated Hot Spotted Discs Syndrome. The cast Iron discs can get so hot on
panic stops when only the fronts function that it creates hardened swelled spots that now are
raised dots on the disc face that bump into the pads, which then transmits this hit against the
fluid, and back to the pedal to your foot. These spots are so hard, that the machines used to
turn the rotor true also bounce off these spots. Yep, they are now junk. So adjust those rear
brakes and you won't have these issues. I simply walk away when I look through the rear wheel
and see this. I was a potential buyer, but not with year old brake technology. That simply means
the rest of the vehicle is not up to my standards. My 98 Isuzu 4x4 V6 Amigo have 4 wheel disc
brakes. BMW, and many others would never pull this [non-permissible content removed]. Pay
attention out there. Long post but not much good information. Rear disc are not needed, rear
shoes last over K. If too much braking on rear it will swap ends in a second. Ever wonder how
they do a emergency , rear brakes only. Disc on rear are put on for people like you, if good for
the front it must be good for the rear. The information is for the professional crowd. The
information is for those with them to take advantage of 4 wheel brakes vs only 2 wheel brakes.
All brake systems regardless of design are made to function with 4 wheel brakes on every car,
pickup, etc Now add to the equation, 40 ton semi's. I do these as well, for 35 years. If these
brake shoes are not adjusted every week, they get so out of phase that the anti skid will not
work. Auto adjusters have advanced further on these than the auto market. You will fail
inspection at the drop of a hat if they do not work properly, and maybe make final contact with
that object. This isn't rocket science. There is no,,, what you claim as too much rear braking. By
default, it's never enough because of wear and no one checking. This is too only make those
aware WHY the [non-permissible content removed] doesn't work properly. Rear braking is all
preset at the master cylinder and a floating load sensor that sees how far the rear is loaded
down on it's suspension. It's not very smart to discount details that benefit people of what can
be confirmed by any brake system engineer. Your welcome to take the entire post to any brake
specialist that does high performance braking systems vs Junk Yard Dogs that care less if there
were any brakes. Maybe your style of high tech is a stick out the hole in the floor against the
tire. Gotta start somewhere I guess. Some started this bare foot. Take cars or trucks with 50,
miles on them, with drum brakes, and hit the brakes to lock them up at even 30 mph in the dirt.
I'll bet you 5g's only the front make a skid mark. That's 2 wheel Brakes Captain, and is the whole
point. People that have no clue how or why stuff works can't get the information, because they
no idea what to look for. Just like you wanting to know about a lobotomy, where would you
start? Everyone knows what it's like towing a trailer with brakes vs no brakes. That's the main
difference. He who stops first wins. The advantages so out perform 2 disc vs 4 disc. All high
performance machinery has disc brakes. It's Retarded to use drum brakes from year old
designs. That's why people died. That's how insane it is to use them still. There is no other
reason. Let's see a You-Tube skid test of one vs the other. Good luck.. Maybe F1 Racing should
go back to drum. Stop at any Motorcycle shop. What's on both wheels? I think the General
Public will have a better idea now when they get a little taste of reality. Sorta like someone
discovering, and tells you not to eat the Yellow Snow. You end up thanking them in the end,
even if you didn't believe him at first. Rear brakes have self adjusters, it has been over 40 years
since I have needed to adjust rear brakes. My 99 Sonoma 53 K, never have adjusted the rear,
same pads and shoes. Have rear disc on my car, pads are half the size and half the thickness,
why, they don't want you too swap ends. I will admit they look cool, LOL. January Front
passenger brake will not release like it should. It makes the truck drag and the rotor and pads
run real hot. Also, when I changed the calipers and pads and bled the brakes, I had low flow out
of the bleeder. I have better flow out of the drivers side. Any help would be appreciated. Sounds
like bad hose. If wheel rotates easy after opening bleeder, you need a new hose. Recently, I
have noticed a vibration about half the time when I brake. I checked the front brakes, and they
showed almost completely even wear. My dad thought it might be the ABS system rapidly
switching from brake to brake, but it shouldn't provide a noticeable vibration like that. Any
suggestions for what might be the problem? I have the same vehicle GMC S15 with exactly the
same symptoms, passenger caliper was slow to release, changed both calipers and found lower
flow on the passenger side then the drivers side. Did your situation turn out to be a clogged

line? February Stops when the brakes are applied. I took the caps off of wheel and the inside is
rusty. Do I just apply grease to it? If so what is a good method. Do you have to remove the tire
first? Check your brakes first, the wear indicator squeaks when touching and stops when
brakes applied. Hard to read. If you need 95 inches, connect 2 60 inch with a union. Just did
mine. I bought 25 foot roll. Got a double lip flare tool and used my old fittings. It looks like it
takes about 17 feet. Bleed system. Afterwards I had very little pedal because of air in the ABS
module. They recomend taking it to a shop. I followed a persons directions about driving at 15
mph and slaming on the brakes because I had a little stoping. This activates the ABS to move
the air. Use parking lot not the road. Then a rebleed is required. Repeat as needed. Gravel will
activate ABS real easy. October You knocked your sensor out of wack, set the gap same as the
other side. It's mounted on a bracket, bend bracket. At one time there was a TSB on the sensor,
rust under the bracket it threw out of line. My abs light keeps coming on, and when it's on the
abs brakes don't work. A mechanic replaced the pump with a used one ,same thing happing. He
thinks used pump had same problem. Has anyone had this problem? I think it's a relay or
something that would malfunction when it get warm. Any help would be great! March Thought it
was a great post. As I get close to stopping completely, it then stops and normal braking
resumes. I am guessing a sensor or the motor on the ABS Any Ideas out there? There a TSB on
it. Check your front wheel sensors for corrosion under the mounting bracket. Basically remove
the bracket sensor mount, remove corrosion, apply light coat of grease and reinstall. April May I
have a bad noise when you get down to 10mph or less put all new brakes on and still does trhis
please help took to dealer spent The Pedal will not go down, I have to jam it in or release and
reapply to get them to work. It does not have a pattern when it does it. Some time it feels like it
pulls to the left and there is a vibration in the upper left of my dash you can hear it, sounds like
where the booster is. I have replaced both calipers already. Any thoughts? July The vibration or
rattle noise is the ABS unit and on this truck if it is working properly you should not feel it or
hear it. The other problem where the pedal is hard to push down is the Master Cylinder. Soon
you will find that the pedal will go from hard to push to going right to the floor which means no
brakes I am new to forum but need some help. I am working on a 94 sonoma that has been
setting for about 3 yrs. When you push the brake pedal it goes to to its normal stopping point
then slowly goes to the floor. I bled the brakes, put on a new master cylinder with no change.
There are no leaks and no loss of fluid. If anybody has any suggestions I would appreciate the
help. Any other advice is always welcome. September Check recalls Sounds like dragging
brakes, better get it checked before you burn them up. I have a friend who has a '99 S 2. He says
his ABS light is always on now and wonders if it might be a sensor issue. He told me in church
Sunday that he knows the ABS unit is working as he had to make a hard stop as someone cut
him off the other day and he felt the brake pedal pulse as it does when the unit is working
correctly. Any help you can give us on this would be greatly appreciated. Thanks and have a
wonderful day! I replaced the front pads and the rear brake shoes recently. After doing the job
the ABS light is now on all the time. Also when I'm braking the left rear brake wants to lock up if
I'm too heavy on the peddle. Can anyone steer me in the right direction to repair this? Thanks in
advance. Sign In or Register to comment. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
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Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Chevrolet S10 Brake Pad
Set. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Brake Pad Set part. See All. Recommended Use.
Showing 1 - 15 of 36 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: P Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: P15Z Part Number: CE Page 1 of 3
Showing 1 - 15 of 36 results. Oct 25, They fit like a glove and feels great when I step on the
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